Section VI. PROFESSIONAL ENTITY APPLICATION
$20.00 (per owner, per entity)

IN-STATE ONLY
Registration/Renewal of a Professional Entity or Trade Name

A Professional Entity is a trade name that does not clearly identify the name of the dentist(s) providing services OR any PLLC, LLC, PC, or Inc. Signs on buildings, in advertisements, or on billing statements or anything used to identify the dental practice other than the individual dentist’s name, are considered a Professional Entity. Trade name registrations are $20.00 per Entity and should reflect in your final renewal cost. If you have not previously registered your Professional Entity, you may do so now. If you have previously registered a Professional Entity, please use this form as the renewal.

NOTE: THE COST IS PER OWNER, PER ENTITY. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO REGISTER ANY ENTITY YOU OWN ALL OR PART OF. IF THERE ARE MULTIPLE LOCATIONS, PLEASE MAKE COPIES OF THIS FORM AND SUBMIT ONE FOR EACH LOCATION.

Name of Professional Entity

Current Telephone #

Address (Each location is a separate registration) City State Zip Code

Please list names of ALL licensed personnel below: Type of License or Specialty

1. ________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________

8. ________________________________________________

Who Owns the Entity: _________________________________________

Section VII. Continuing Education

1. I understand that between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2019 I must accumulate and report 60 hours of continuing education credit and that no more than 50% may be obtained through Category C.

2. I understand that a CPR course provided by the American Heart Association/Health Care Provider or the American Red Cross/Professional Rescuer is required at least once in the current reporting period. NO ONLINE CPR!

3. I understand that I must have an Ethics course- For a free online course go to: www.dentalethics.org

4. I understand that I will no longer submit CE cards to the Board of Dentistry and my CE MUST be reported online.